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SUMMARY
A domain-specific language is a language tailored to a specific application domain and precisely capture the domain's
semantics. It can be implemented by the traditional or by the embedded approach. While for embedding mainly functional
languages are used, it is shown in the paper that Prolog is also suitable as a ''host'' language. The advantages of using
Prolog in embedding are declarativeness, unification, nondeterminism, and ''natural'' looking syntax of domain-specific
languages.
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1. INDRODUCTION
Programming languages are programmer's most
basic tools. They can greatly increase programmer
productivity by allowing them to write a highscalable, generic, readable and maintainable code. In
this regard, a domain-specific language, which is
a programming language for solving problems in a
particular domain and provides built-in abstractions
and notations for that domain, is by no means an
exception. Usually, domain-specific languages are
small, more declarative than imperative, and more
attractive than general-purpose languages for variety
of applications because of:
• enhanced productivity, reliability, reusability,
maintainability,
• easier verification,
• reduced semantic distance between the problem
and the program.
Domain-specific languages can be implemented
by the traditional approach where domain-specific
syntax is designed and syntax-directed translator is
written (from scratch or extended) or generated. An
alternative to traditional approach to the
implementation of domain-specific languages is by
embedding. In embedding approach, a domainspecific language is implemented by extending an
existing ''host'' language by defining specific abstract
data types and operators. A problem in a domain
then can be described with these new constructs.
Hence, application engineer can become a
programmer without learning too much of a ''host''
language. Therefore, the new language has all the
power of a ''host'' language. Advantages of the
embedding approach are:
• the development effort is not so high,
• it produce a powerful language since new
features comes for free.
Although a ''host'' language can be any generalpurpose language, a functional language is a very
appropriate as a ''host'' language, as shown by many
researchers [12, 13, 14]. This is due to functional

language features such as expressiveness, lazy
evaluation, high-order functions, strong typing with
polymorphism and overloading. Therefore, many
successful embedded domain-specific languages use
a functional language as a ''host'' language [6, 21]. In
much less extent as a ''host'' language an imperative
or logic languages are used. It is shown in the paper
that logic programming language Prolog is also a
very suitable as a ''host'' language.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In
section 2 introduction to domain-specific languages
is given. The use of Prolog as a ''host'' language is
described in section 3, followed by small example in
section 4. Finally, related work and conclusion are
described in section 5.
2. DOMAIN-SPECIFIC LANGUAGES
A domain-specific language is a language
tailored to a specific application domain and
precisely capture the domain's semantics. So far,
domain-specific languages have been used in
various domains such as graphics, financial
products, description and analysis of abstract syntax
trees, web computing, 3D animation, robot control,
etc. These applications have clearly illustrated the
advantages of domain-specific languages over
general-purpose languages in areas such as
productivity, reliability, maintainability and
flexibility. However, the benefits of domain-specific
languages are not for free. Without appropriate
methodology and tools these costs can be higher
than the savings obtained by using a domain-specific
language for application development. Since, the
cost of domain-specific language design,
development and maintenance has to be taken into
account, one of the main questions is ''When and
how to design and implement a domain-specific
language?'' [18]. When we want to improve
productivity, reliability, reusability or enable end
user programming in some narrow, but well-defined
domain than a domain-specific language might be a
solution and answer of the first part of this question.
The development of a domain-specific language
usually includes following phases: analysis, design,
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implementation and finally their use. In the analysis
phase the problem domain is identified and domain
knowledge has to be gathered. Then a domainspecific language is designed that concisely describe
applications in the domain. The implementation
phase can be done using one of the following
approaches:
• the traditional approaches
- the
interpretation/compilation,
where
standard compiler tools can be used, or
tools dedicated to the implementation of
domain-specific languages,
- the preprocessing or macro processing,
where new constructs are translated to
statements in the base language by a
preprocessor,
- the extensible compiler or interpreter,
where a compiler or an interpreter is
extended with new constructs; this is
usually done by reflection mechanism.
• the embedding approach, where in an existing
language user-defined operators are used to
build a library of domain-specific operations.
Above steps show that the development of
domain-specific languages is itself a significant
software engineering task, requiring a considerable
investment of time and resources. One might argue
that the development of domain-specific languages
should not differ much from the design and
implementation of general-purpose languages, where
any tool that generates a compiler or an interpreter
from formal language specifications can be used for
efficient and rapid development of domain-specific
languages. As we can see such an approach is only
one of the possible approaches. Other approaches
(embedding,
preprocessing,
extensible
compiler/interpreter) can be more efficient and
attractive in particular cases. Other shortcomings of
domain-specific languages, in addition to
development costs, are:
• user training costs,
• tool support limitations (how to obtain a good
integration of domain-specific languages with
other software development tools is one of the
open problems in domain-specific language
research).
While advantages of embedding approach was
already mentioned in the introduction, the
advantages of traditional approach are:
• the syntax can be closed to notations used by
domain experts,
• the good error reporting is possible,
• domain-specific optimizations and transformations are possible.
This approach has also following disadvantages:
the development effort is high,
the domain-specific language might be poorly
designed,
• problems with language extensions,
•
•
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which can be overcame when:
• the compiler/interpreter generator is used,
• the modular and extensible formal method for
domain-specific language design is used.
3. PROLOG AS A ''HOST'' LANGUAGE
The effectiveness of Prolog as a language for
rapid prototyping compilers and for developing
scanner generators, parser generators and code
generators has already been shown [2]. While in [2]
only lexical and syntax part of language definition
has been covered, the idea of using Prolog in
implementing various formal semantic methods
appear soon. Indeed, various formal methods for
programming language descriptions such as attribute
grammars, operational semantics and denotational
semantics have been implementing using Prolog [1,
5, 8, 19, 24]. The advantages of Prolog basically
stem from the use of unification and
nondeterminism, and the price paid for the
advantages are slower execution times. Various
Prolog implementation of formal semantics method
shows that Prolog is reliable tool for programming
language development, design and prototyping [15,
17]. In the work [20] was shown that logic
programming paradigm can additionally improve
semantic expressiveness of attribute grammars. One
of the benefits of formal methods is also the
possibility of automatic compiler/interpreter
generation. Attribute grammars are very suitable for
this task and many compiler-compiler system exists.
Some of them PANDA [7] and PROFIT [19]
implements logical attribute grammars, which from
attribute grammars automatically produced Prolog
code.
The above approach can be seen as a traditional
approach to implementation of domain-specific
languages. As previously mentioned, Prolog is also a
very suitable as a ''host'' language in the embedding
approach. Its advantages over functional languages
are:
• the syntax can be much closer to the notation
used by domain experts,
• some domains are fully declarative and can not
be easy realized with functional languages.
The syntax of a domain-specific language is a
very important and should not be underestimated.
The syntax should be as closed as possible to the
notation used in a domain. In this regard Prolog has
some advantages over Haskell. For example, in
Haskell infix constructors must begin with a colon,
while postfix functions can not be defined. In Prolog
a prefix, infix and postfix user-defined operators can
be defined, and almost all build-in operators can be
redefined by the programmer, who can change also
priority and associativity of operators. With
operators we can make source program much more
''natural'' looking.
In the next section a simple domain-specific
language is presented which is implemented in
Prolog by embedding approach.
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4. FDL - FEATURE DESCRIPTION
LANGUAGE
Feature diagrams [3] are important part of the
feature modeling and the domain analysis where
commonalities, variabilities and dependencies
between variable properties in the application
domain are discovered. Domain-specific languages
have to be designed in a manner to capture variable
part of application domains (common features are
fixed). Therefore, it is very important to find
variable properties in an application domain. For this
purpose feature diagrams are used in the domain
analysis. In the work [23] a domain-specific
language FDL (Feature Description Language) has
been invented to describe feature diagrams. There
are many benefits of the FDL such as: variability
computation, constraint satisfaction, automatic
mapping to UML diagrams and further automatic
source code generation.
Car: all(carBody, Transmission, Engine,
HorsePower, pullsTrailer?)
Transmission: one-of(automatic, manual)
Engine: more-of(electric, gasoline)
HorsePower: one-of(lowPower,
mediumPower, highPower)
pullsTrailer requires highPower
includes pullsTrailer

Fig. 1 An example of the FDL program [23]
In the Figure 1 an example of the FDL program
for a simple car is presented [23]. The program
states that a car consists of a carbody,
Transmission, Engine, and HorsePower.
The last feature pullsTrailer is optional
(indicated
by
character
'?').
Features
Transmission, Engine, and HorsePower are
composite features consisting from sub-features,
where exclusive (one-of) or non-exclusive (more-of)
choice can be made. At the end of the FDL program
also some constraints over features are given
(pullsTrailer requires highPower).
The meaning of the program presented in the Figure
1 is the following feature expression:
one-of(
all(carBody, automatic, electric,
highPower, pullsTrailer),
all(carBody, automatic, electric,
gasoline, highPower,
pullsTrailer),
all(carBody, automatic, gasoline,
highPower, pullsTrailer),
all(carBody, manual, electric,
highPower, pullsTrailer),
all(carBody, manual, electric,
gasoline, highPower,
pullsTrailer),
all(carBody, manual, gasoline,
highPower, pullsTrailer)
)

3

The FDL language [23] has been implemented
using the traditional approach to the implementation
of domain-specific languages. In this case, the metaenvironment ASF+SDF [22] has been used to
automatically produced the FDL interpreter from
formal specifications. The grammar specification
was written in about of 25 lines of a SDF code. The
meaning of a FDL program (semantics) is given by
the feature diagram algebra [23], which consists of
normalization rules, variability rules (see Figure 2),
expansion rules and satisfaction rules (part of these
rules are presented in the Figure 3).
[V1] var(A)
[V2] var(F?)
[V3] var(all(F, Ft))
[V4]
[V5]
[V6]
[V7]
[V8]

= 1
= var(F) + 1
= var(F) *
var(all(Ft))
var(all(F))
= var(F)
var(one-of(F, Ft)) = var(F) +
var(one-of(Ft))
var(one-of(F))
= var(F)
var(more-of(F, Ft)) = var(F) +
(var(F)+1)* var(more-of(Ft))
var(more-of(F))
= var(F)

Fig. 2 Rules for computing variability of
FDL specified in ASF [23]

[S3] is-element(A2, Fs) |
is-element(A2, Fs')= false
=======================================
sat(all(Fs, A1, Fs'),
Cs A1 requires A2 Cs') = false

Fig. 3 Satisfaction rules for ''requires''
specified in ASF [23]
The FDL language is a nice example of a
domain-specific language and can be very easily
implemented using the embedded approach where
logic language is used as a ''host'' language. In the
Figure 4 the FDL language implementation by
embedding in Prolog is presented.
Satisfaction rules are very easily expressed in
Prolog; compare operator requires in the Figure
4 with the satisfaction rules in the Figure 3.
% FDL implementation in Prolog
:- op(400, xf, ?).
:- op(410, fx, includes).
:- op(410, fx, excludes).
:- op(410, xfx, requires).
:- op(410, xfx, excludes).
one-of([X|_], [X]).
one-of([_|Xs], X) :- one-of(Xs, X).
more-of(Xs, X):- one-of(Xs, X).
more-of([X|Xs], [Y|Ys]) :one-of([X|Xs], [Y]),
remove(Y, Xs, Zs), more-of(Zs, Ys).
remove(X, Xs, Xs) :not(member(X,Xs)),!.
remove(X, [X|Xs],Xs) :- !.
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remove(X, [_|Xs], Ys) :remove(X, Xs, Ys).
([X], [X])? .
( _ , [])? .
% user-defined operators
includes X/Xs
:- member(X, Xs).
includes [Y]/Xs
:- member(Y, Xs).
includes [Y|Ys]/Xs :- member(Y, Xs),
includes Ys/Xs.
excludes X/Xs :- not(includes X/Xs).
X/Xs requires Y/Ys :- member(X,Xs), !,
member(Y,Ys).
_ requires _.
X/Xs excludes Y/Ys :- member(X,Xs), !,
not(member(Y,Ys)).
_ excludes _.

Fig. 4 The FDL embedded in Prolog
The meaning of the following program (compare
it to Figure 1) is:
% FDL program
carbody X
:- X = [carbody].
transmission X :- one-of([automatic,
manual], X).
horsePower X
:- one-of([lowPower,
medium, highPower], X).
engine X
:- more-of([electric,
gasoline], X).
pullsTrailer X :([pullsTrailer], X)? .
car(X, Y, Z, W, V):carbody X, transmission Y,
horsePower Z,
engine W, pullsTrailer V,
includes pullsTrailer/V,
pullsTrailer/V requires
highPower/Z.
X
Y
Z
W
V
X
Y
Z
W
V

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

[carbody]
[automatic]
[highPower]
[electric]
[pullsTrailer] ;
[carbody]
[automatic]
[highPower]
[gasoline]
[pullsTrailer] ;

X
Y
Z
W
V

=
=
=
=
=

[carbody]
[automatic]
[highPower]
[electric,gasoline]
[pullsTrailer] ;

X
Y
Z
W
V

=
=
=
=
=

[carbody]
[manual]
[highPower]
[electric]
[pullsTrailer] ;

X = [carbody]
Y = [manual]

Z = [highPower]
W = [gasoline]
V = [pullsTrailer] ;
X
Y
Z
W
V

=
=
=
=
=

[carbody]
[manual]
[highPower]
[electric,gasoline]
[pullsTrailer]

Moreover, variability is very easily calculated in
Prolog with the statement (compare it to Figure 2):
variability(N):-findall(X/Y/Z/W/V,
car(X, Y, Z, W, V), L),
length(L, N).

Checking under what conditions features satisfy
constraints is also easily expressed in Prolog:
?- car([carbody],[manual],X,[gasoline],
[pullsTrailer]).
X =[highPower]

As a future work authors [22] plan to extend the
FDL language with more complex constraints where
boolean expressions and relational operators will be
added. In the embedded approach such extensions
are for free and at no extra costs.
?- carbody X, transmission Y,
horsePower Z, engine W,
pullsTrailer V, (includes medium/Z;
includes highPower/Z).

An extension of the FDL language would also be
to express that many features require the same
feature. In this manner the constraints can be much
shorter. For example:
?- carbody X, transmission Y,
horsePower Z, engine W,
pullsTrailer V,
[pullsTrailer/V, electric/W]
requires highPower/Z.

To achieve this goal a simple change to the
operator requires have to be done.
Despite that our Prolog implementation does not
implement all of the functionality of the original
FDL language it is shown that embedding in Prolog
has some advantages when we want to extend the
language by modest implementation effort. This is
also important since the development of domainspecific language is usually just a part of some larger
project with limited resources allocated to the
development of domain-specific language.
5. RELATED WORK AND CONCLUSION
One of the research goals in programming
languages is to develop concepts and tools to
facilitate
design
and
implementation
of
programming languages, general-purpose languages
as for domain-specific languages. Such concepts and
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tools should not only simplify the construction of
language-based tools [10, 11] such as
compilers/interpreters, editors, debuggers, various
analyzers etc., but should also aid in the design of
high-quality languages [13]. Such high-quality
language can be obtained if the language is designed
with one of the formal methods such as denotational
semantics, operational semantics or attribute
grammars. Many researchers already advocated the
use of formal methods in designing domain-specific
languages [16, 18].
In the work [9] authors used the Horn logic
denotational approach for specification, efficient
implementation, and automatic verification of
domain-specific languages. They used Prolog for
denotational semantics implementation and Definite
Clause Grammars (DCGs) for obtaining a parser of
domain-specific language. Hence, both syntax and
semantics of domain-specific language are expressed
in the logical framework. More efficient
implementation of domain-specific language can be
further automatically derived by partial evaluation.
An advantage of their approach is that verification of
programs written in the domain-specific language
can be automatically obtained. This work [9] is an
interesting approach and can be classified as a
traditional approach to the implementation of
domain-specific languages.
An alternative approach to obtain a high-quality
domain-specific language is by embedding. In [24]
logical framework for embedding is described.
Domain-specific language infrastructure (debugger,
profiler, etc) can be automatically generated using
logical framework. In the work [4] authors used
logic facts to declare aspects (in a sense of aspectoriented programming) and hence implements an
aspect language by embedding in Prolog. Again the
extension and modification of an aspect language
were easy. Another benefit of this approach is that in
such cases a programmer does not need to reimplement the aspect weaver.
The benefit of embedding approach is that
programming features come automatically and for
free. In the FDL example which is presented in the
section 4 it was very easy to extend the language
with new features. Our experience using Prolog as a
''host'' language was mostly positive. Its usability in
this regard is comparable to Haskell, most often used
functional language in embedding. The beneficial
Prolog feature is also its ability to define new
operators almost without restrictions. This partly
reduce a disadvantage of embedded approach that
the syntax is far from optimal. However, other
disadvantages of embedded approach are still
present when using Prolog as a ''host'' language:
•

the bad error reporting,

•

domain-specific optimizations and
transformations are hard to achieve,

•

efficiency.
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